
             
      
 
WATCH THIS SPACE 5    
REPORT OF ACTIVITY 2008-9 
 
CONTEXT 
Watch this Space is managed by engage and funded through Strategic 
Commissioning. It is a professional development programme for teachers and gallery 
educators, designed to enable them to gain first hand experience of each other’s 
work, in order to initiate, build and sustain relationships that introduce school 
students to galleries through visits.  
 
During Watch this Space 5, 12 galleries hosted 22 teachers and five initial teacher 
trainees. 13 gallery educators worked with 13 schools. Over 800 students visited 
galleries. 
 
Over the five years of the programme, Watch this Space partnerships have enabled 
gallery visits by nearly 3000 young people aged 6–18 years, most of whom were first 
time visitors. 101 teachers have worked with 48 galleries and 63 artists and gallery 
educators have worked with 63 schools. The resources developed and relationships 
built have introduced thousands more school students from previously non-visiting 
schools to their local galleries.   
 
Watch this Space partnerships have enabled students to engage with contemporary 
art to meet the requirements of subjects, including: English, Maths, Science, History, 
Geography, Citizenship, the Built Environment, Art and Design and New Media. In 
addition, Watch this Space 5 galleries hosted Key Stage (KS) 4 dance students, KS3 
local history students; KS2 and 3 science students. Four galleries from both sides of 
the programme contributed directly to the delivery of the new Diploma in Creative and 
Media. 
 
OUTPUTS 
• 12 galleries hosted 22 teachers and five teacher trainees from three Higher 

Education Institutions (HEIs), 2 teachers were Newly Qualified Teachers (NQTs). 
13 gallery educators worked with 13 schools 

• Over 800 students made visits to galleries. Hundreds more benefited from the new 
resources, gallery education programmes and school curriculum plans and 
schemes of work that were produced. 

• Curriculum subjects addressed through Watch This Space (WTS) 5 projects 
included: KS2 and KS3 Science; KS3 and 4 Citizenship and Humanities; KS3 



History; KS4 Dance; KS3 and 4 Built Environment and Maths, the Diploma in 
Creative and Media; all Key Stages Art, Design and Media 

• Gallery educators found new work with schools and galleries as a direct result of 
their placements, and through networks established through the programme 

• Gallery and school partnerships have been sustained through follow-up visits, 
tailored teacher CPD sessions, resource development and outreach work 

 
PROGRAMME DESCRIPTION 
All partnerships involved the planning and delivery of a visit to a gallery by a group of 
students enabling them to engage with contemporary art. 
 
TEACHERS’ PLACEMENTS 
Host galleries identified schools that did not visit and invited teachers to participate.  
In 2008 - 9 the galleries were Turner Contemporary, James Hockey Gallery, Stour 
Valley Arts, Serpentine Gallery, South London Gallery, The Bluecoat, Derby Quad, 
New Art Gallery Walsall, MIMA, National Glass Centre, National Portrait Gallery, 
Northern Gallery of Contemporary Art. 
 
Five initial teacher trainees participated. The Bluecoat hosted two trainees from John 
Moores Liverpool University PGCE Art and Design course; the New Art Gallery 
Walsall hosted two trainees from Birmingham City University PGCE Art and Design 
course; MIMA hosted one initial teacher trainee from Northumbria University PGCE 
Art and Design course. 
 
Teachers received six days’ cover fees to enable them to spend time at the gallery, 
produce project work with their hosts and attend two training days organised by 
engage. The first training day was at Tate Britain: the teachers were addressed by 
past Watch this Space participants and Ian Middleton (HMI for Art and Design) gave 
a presentation on OFSTED’s support of and acknowledgement of the value of 
working with contemporary art in galleries. They experienced gallery education 
sessions led by Tate Britain gallery educators.  
 
The final event was held at The Bluecoat in Liverpool, where participants gave 
presentations about their projects and partnerships and Ian Middleton talked on the 
theme of ‘Pupils Thinking and Acting Like Artists’ with reference to the new National 
Curriculum for Art and Design. 
 
Teachers’ project work included: 
• Visits to galleries with their students 
• New schemes of work for primary and secondary schools and colleges 
• Resources for use by students and teachers on visits to specific exhibitions or 

collections including gallery guides and exhibition guides  
• Exhibitions of student work at a gallery 
• Films of project outcomes 
 



Teachers’ learning outcomes, identified through evaluation:  
• Knowledge development 
• How flexible and open galleries are prepared to be to meet school needs 
• Development of new networks: galleries provide access to shared information and 

skills 
• Increased knowledge of work with contemporary art and artists 
• Increased knowledge of how to access artists and educators to work with schools 
• Increased understanding of opportunities for cross-curricular working through 

engagement with contemporary art and artists 
• Children respond well to contemporary art and can be confident and creative 

practitioners 
• Students can access out-of-school hours or informal programmes at galleries that 

support school work, such as ArtsAward 
 
Personal and Professional Development 
• Increased confidence to work with contemporary art and artists 
• Understanding of partnership development 
• Enthusiasm for their own practice re-ignited 
• Schools’ recognition of the value of subject specific Continuing Professional 

Development (CPD) and the importance of finding time and funds to give 
experienced teachers opportunities for this 

• Career change  
 
Teachers said: 
“As a trainee teacher this has been a hugely valuable experience. It has given me an 
insight into gallery education and its value in the classroom. I think is essential and 
important. I hope to carry on the relationship formed with the Bluecoat into my next 
placement and in my NQT year.”  
PGCE Art and Design student 
 
“As an NQT, the placement has been very important for me professionally. I have 
been able to demonstrate personal and professional development throughout. As a 
consequence of the project I have been able to take part in and achieve things that 
may otherwise have not been possible: for example I solely organised the visit to the 
centre, was completely responsible for advising and guiding the students with their 
research and have fed back my experiences at both history department and NQT 
meetings. I have been able to demonstrate my dedication and enthusiasm for the 
subject (of history) through completing the project out of lessons and it has resulted 
in the beginning of an Action Research Project. For this, I am going to use the 
National Glass Centre as a basis for research on the use of local history to stimulate 
interest and raise attainment in history.”  
Secondary History NQT 
 
“WTS was an excellent model for me. I have been teaching now for seven years and 
I will admit I rarely use the local gallery or any gallery as a teaching tool, for many 



different reasons, lack of confidence being the main factor…in fact something similar 
should be available for more teachers in the future.”  
Secondary Art Teacher 
 
“The chance to spend two days as part of a state of the art venue like MIMA was 
invaluable – I would even say that it could be life changing for some students. It gave 
the students a real taste of what it is like to be an artist.” 
Secondary Head of Art 
 
“A strong connection with the partnership gallery could aid the development of new 
and exciting Schemes of Work (SOW) which would allow pupils to take risks in a 
controlled, safe environment. At present the SOW in my school feel very dated and 
skills-led. I feel they are restricting the pupils’ creativity, individualism and 
personalised learning. Using the galleries permanent and contemporary exhibitions 
may be the catalyst to help develop the SOWs  to create a new thematic art 
curriculum which would allow more discussion about works of art and how these 
themes relate to the pupils’ own lives.”  
Secondary Art Teacher 
 
“WTS shows how galleries can work but it also shows how, beyond the school walls, 
there is an expertise which as deep as it is broad, and is at the same time open and 
responsive to ideas.” 
Secondary Art Teacher, Diploma in Creative and Media  
 
 
GALLERY HOSTS 
In addition attending to the joint training events with teachers the gallery hosts took 
part in a planning session at MIMA to prepare for their role in providing an induction 
to their gallery and as support for the teachers.  
 
Galleries’ learning outcomes identified through evaluation  
• Knowledge development 
• Redesign of gallery resources in terms of content, design, language and number of 

illustrations as a result of teacher input 
• Increased understanding of the need  for galleries to review and invest in new 

resources for teachers 
• Extended or modified the areas of gallery activity offered in line with teacher input 
 
Partnership development 
• Barriers to schools visiting addressed by galleries in practical ways: provision of 

sample risk assessments; travel information; publicity materials and appropriate 
CPD opportunities  

• New contacts made with other subject teachers from partner school bringing links 
with new subject areas such as English, Science or ICT  



• New school links made as a result of WTS partnership through dissemination of 
WTS activity 

• Forthcoming exhibitions and permanent collections in galleries incorporated into 
the planning cycles of schools  

• Provision of out of school/informal education sessions for students publicised 
through school 

 
Host galleries said: 
“We have a much clearer idea of schools’ requirements and constraints and 
recognise the need for specific key stage planning and providing appropriate gallery 
resources.”  
Galleries Officer 
 
“We would like to encourage teachers to bring classes on self-directed visits, and to 
that end will undertake more ‘training’ with other teachers on how to access 
contemporary art, possibly in the form of Inset days.  We also plan to work with ITT 
providers to try and embed gallery visits more firmly into teachers’ curriculum 
planning.”  
Schools Officer 
 
“I’m far more aware of the timings and restrictions that teachers have around 
delivering units for the Creative and Media (C&M) Diploma, and will look to offer more 
flexibility in our future programs, as well as offering support and clearer guidelines 
within our e-learning materials and teaching resources.” 
Learning Manager lead for delivery of the Diploma in Creative and Media  
 
“The project has also given me great examples of partnership working with schools 
and new resources which I can use when approaching new schools.”  
Arts Education and Outreach Officer 
 
“WTS is a great opportunity for peer working and for sharing between different 
contexts and for exploring sustainable relationships. It also allows for research 
material to be evidenced and shared nationally and across contexts, increases 
awareness and allows sharing of best practice.”  
Education Manager 
 
“One of the highlights for me was the discussion between Ian Middleton and a 
secondary teacher about the gap between theory and practice. A programme like this 
which aims to support teachers is invaluable but how great if we could get those 
senior managers listening to this!”  
Education Manager 
 
GALLERY EDUCATOR PLACEMENTS 
Thirteen gallery educators attended three training days organised by engage, spent 
three days of observation in a school of their choice and spent a further three days 



working on projects that developed their own practice in working with schools, and 
created new links with their galleries. 
 
There were six freelance artist educators and early career educators from Spacex, 
Ditchling Museum, Turner Contemporary, James Hockey Gallery, Watts Gallery, 
FACT and the Centre for Contemporary Art in the Natural World.  
They attended training days at Serpentine Gallery, IKON Gallery, and National 
Portrait Gallery.  Sessions included understanding the curriculum, overcoming 
barriers to school visits, effective partnership building, learning theory and project 
evaluation. An introduction to the Common Core Skills Self Assessment framework 
was given by Heather Lomas of MLA. Participants audited their skills at the start of 
the programme and reflected on their progress at the end. Throughout the 
programme opportunities were given to meet gallery education staff at the gallery 
host venues and for networking, reflection and peer learning. Individual mentoring by 
the primary and secondary teacher facilitators was offered to all participants. 
 
Gallery Educators’ project work included: 
• Teachers’ and pupils’ resources for use with specific exhibitions and permanent 

collections 
• Exhibitions of student work in galleries 
• Artist/educators facilitated projects involving gallery visits and classroom work at 

primary, secondary and tertiary level with a focus on KS3 science and the 
environment, KS3 history, sculpture, photography, craft -shoe design and making, 
as well as new media, art and design. 

• Films, sculpture, drawing, collage, painting, and sound works were made 
 
Gallery Educator learning outcomes identified in evaluation  
Knowledge Development 
• Understanding of school life and structures  
• Understanding of teachers’ needs  
• Increased knowledge of the National Curriculum, schemes of work and lesson 

plans 
• The variety of teaching and learning styles and their application in the classroom 

and gallery 
• The quality of resources used in schools and how to develop useful gallery 

resources 
• The creativity and ambition of teachers 
 
Personal and Professional Development 
• Confidence in approaching and working with school students and teachers 
• New work opportunities in schools and galleries and freelance employment 

through the Watch this Space network 
• Understanding of partnership development 
• Ability to apply different teaching styles in the gallery 



• Extended artistic and education practice in working with new age groups in new 
contexts 

• Shift of approach in line with acquired knowledge and experience 
• Confidence to develop cross-curricular projects 
 
Gallery Educators said: 
“WTS has given me the confidence to approach schools and an understanding of the 
difficulties teachers face planning a visit. It has also given me a better understanding 
of what will attract schools to visit.”  
Education Assistant, New Media Gallery 
 
“I will feel more confident about making person-to-person connections with non-art 
teaching staff within schools. I can now refer to actual activities and experiences that 
illustrate how other curriculum subjects such as science can engage with and be 
enriched by the contemporary art [we] present.”  
Gallery Educator from environmental art centre 
 
“An overall positive experience, the timing and nature of which has directly 
contributed to the development of my career in gallery education – thank you!”  
Freelance artist educator now in permanent gallery education post 
 
“The experience of feeling in control of a small-scale project was quite liberating, 
making me feel that I was capable of stepping up my responsibility and encouraging 
me to think about how future projects can change, develop and the potential for 
projects to really evolve - this in particular became really clear from the final training 
day where there was the chance to learn what we had all been up to and to see how 
varied each project was and just what could be achieved. It was also a good chance 
to reflect upon my own project, what worked well and what could be done differently.” 
Freelance artist educator 
 
“This experience reinforced to me the value of working outside the classroom. It was 
good to see how we were able to link the classroom work to a gallery visit …It 
emphasised that it is easy to make links to the gallery and use it as a really rich 
resource. I also still think it is important that schools value these resources. I will be 
approaching any schools in the future with these two key things in mind.”  
Gallery educator from an exhibitions gallery 
 
Participating students said: 
“You can be inspired by other people’s artwork.” 
“A gallery helps you gain knowledge of how other people interpret art.” 
“There are many ways to experiment with your art skills and how to express your 
feelings through art.” 
“I will now not be afraid of showing my work.” 
Year 7 Students  



“I didn’t realise there was such a wide variety/diversity of what is considered to be 
‘art’” 
“We shared the workload and listened to each others’ opinions” 
Would you like to visit an artist’s studio? 15 students responded “yes”, 3 “maybe”, 2 
“not really”, 2 “No” and 1 was left blank. 
Year 12 Students 
 
Bird boxes piled up 
Squelchy mud eating you up 
Deer as soft as wool 
 
Plop, drip, tong, 
Long pole rising up to sky 
Puddles up to knees 
 
Swollen toes in boots 
Hands as cold as blocks of ice 
Tired, wet people walk 
Students from years 3-6 at Stour Valley Arts on a wet and windy winter day 
 
PROGRAMME EVALUATION AND FUTURE DELIVERY  
• All participants responded to an evaluation process in writing. 
• Satisfaction with the programme is high 
• engage was found to be a supportive and responsive organisation  
• While everyone involved in Watch this Space found it a positive and rewarding 

experience, the programme evaluation revealed a wish from both sides of the 
programme for greater opportunities to share experiences. 

• Informal discussion time with other participants was valued greatly 
• Over half the respondents found the Watch this Space handbook and toolkit useful 

or very useful resources 
• A stronger focus on cross-curricular working in the training sessions and sharing 

events was requested by artists, gallery educators, hosts and teachers. 
 
GALLERY EDUCATOR RESPONSES 
• Some educators requested opportunities for more communication between 

participants however the e-mail addresses of all participants were circulated after 
the first meeting, and there is a discussion forum on the Watch this Space page of 
engage website, which is rarely used. 

• Only a few participants took up the offer of mentoring by the primary and 
secondary mentors. Those who did found it very useful and helpful.  

• Several gallery educators wish to work in subject areas other than art and design  
• Time factors: there is a tension between the requirement to offer information based 

training on the curriculum, partnership building and MLA Core Skills Assessment 
Framework and the wish of participants to experience gallery education practice at 



the training venues and to share their own experiences through out the 
programme, rather than at the end. 

 
TEACHER RESPONSES 
• Some partnerships were disappointed not to give presentations about their project 

because of time constraints 
• The focus on working with initial teacher trainees was questioned by several more 

experienced teachers who said that opportunities for subject specific and cross 
curricular CPD are severely limited (non-existent) in schools and WTS provides 
one of the few opportunities for this kind of CPD. Some teachers have been able to 
gain subject specific CPD by continuing to develop the gallery relationship. 

• A stronger focus on cross-curricular working, particularly in the teachers’ sharing 
event, was requested 

 
HOST GALLERY RESPONSES 
• Some galleries expressed a wish for an earlier initial meeting – in July. This was 

attempted in 2008 but insufficient participants were able to attend as many 
galleries are involved in completing projects with schools in the summer term. 

• A stronger focus on cross-curricular work at the training events was requested 
• Equal opportunity to share experiences at the end of the programme was 

requested 
 
DELIVERY OF WATCH THIS SPACE IN 2009 -11 
• Try to hold the planning meeting for gallery educators and gallery hosts in July 

rather than September if possible – this has proved consistently difficult in past 
years, not least because late confirmation of funding has limited the time for 
applications to the programme 

• Leave more time for group discussion and communication at training sessions 
• Ensure that all gallery/school partnerships are able to share their experience at the 

final events 
• Maintain a realistic balance between the participation of more experienced 

teachers and initial teacher trainees  
• In line with the new Key Stage 3 curriculum Watch this Space will encourage 

applications from host galleries and gallery educators and artists who wish to work 
with an art and design teacher in partnership with other subject teachers 

• Encourage more evidence of students’ and young people’s voices and response to 
the project work done in galleries, through a focused session on gathering 
evidence and evaluation at training sessions 

 
Penny Jones, Co-ordinator Watch this Space, March 2009 
 
 
 



  WATCH THIS SPACE 5   OUTCOMES 
 
EDUCATORS STUDENT VISITS CONTINUED RELATIONSHIP WITH SCHOOL 
Johanna CCANW 15 x yr 8/9  Y  science and art staff. Science staff visit  
Lucy Kirke, Turner 15 x Yr10 ASDAN Y gallery projects 
Natalie: Ditchling 40 x Yr10  Y staff cpd across subjects in galler, student 
visits 
Nia: Spacex  27 Yr 10  Y CMD resources for students, staff resources 
Anna: FACT  30 Yr 7   Y cross curricular plans 
Lee: James Hockey 6 Yr12   Y  more visits from broader range of classes 
Martina: Watts Gall 15 Yr12/13  Y  partnership develop. Exhibition summer 
2009  
DouglasF/l  14 x yr 9, 4 x yr 12 N  educator moving abroad 
Jane F/l  12 x Yr 12  N artist has found work with other schools 
Katie Orr F/l 25 Recep, 26 Yr 2, 24 Yr 5 Y new full time gallery educator post at 
placement gallery 
Lindsey  F/l  14 x Yr 11  N still freelance artist, doing MA 
Pippa F/l 8 x National Diploma  Y delivery at the college planned 
Kirsty F/l  26 x Yr 7  N  permanent education post in another part of 
UK. 
 
GALLERIES  STUDENT VISITS    ITT exp Continued Outcomes 
       teach relat? 
Bluecoat: Hillside Sch 28 yr 9      1itt 1 Y   ITTs to work with gall in 2nd teaching 
practice 
Bluecoat: Alsop High 22 yr 9      1itt 1 HoA Y  schools exhibition in gallery 
Serpentine 1  26 yr8, 8 yr 10     1nqt  Y  CMD delivery in partnership  
Serpentine 2  7 yr 7   1 N  teacher illness 
NPG 1 City Is college 18 16-18, CMD 1 Y  CMD delivery in partnership   
NPG 2   14 KS4 CMD  1 Y  teacher has new job. CMD delivery in 
partnership 
Glass Centre    17 yr 9      1nqt 1 Y  local history, gallery educator to visit 
school 
MIMA    31 Yr 9      1itt 1HoA Y  continuing relationship, further visits 
planned 
New Art Gallery 32 Yr 9, 4 yr13    2itt 2HoA Y  generic resource, new SOWs, Arts 
awards 
James Hockey,  10 x Yr 5  1 Y new unit of work for a gallery visit 
James Hockey  21 Yr 10  1 Y  develop a school gallery, generic 
resources 
SLG 1 Harris Ac  25 yr 7   1 Y  part of transition project – more visits 
SLG 2 Peckham Pk Pri 60 x Yr 6  1 Y  whole staff visits, both ts in SLG 
teacher forum 
Turner Contemp  30 Yr 7   1  Y  teachers notes for exhibs, student 
visit 
Quad 1 Noel Baker 36 Yr10 BTEC  2, 1 danceY  BTEC programme 
Stour Valley 1  20 yr 3-6  1 Y  Test online maths/pattern resources, 
visit 
Stour Valley 2  37 Yr 12  1HoA N   teacher illness/limited visiting time 



NGCA    28 KS4  2 Y  CMD delivery in partnership 
             HoCity LC 
 
 
Over 800 direct student visits with hundreds of others reached through new resources, 
study guides, teacher CPD and peer communication. 
All 12 Galleries have an agreement from one or more teachers to visit again with their 
students. 
Gallery educators who gained new work from participation in WTS: two employed full 
time by a gallery, one at host gallery as freelance artist; one at local schools as freelance 
artist 
Cross Curricular working: KS4 Dance, KS3 history, KS3 science, KS2 science, KS2 
English  
Resources: Farnham generic teachers resources; Turner Contemporary exhibition 
resources;  De la Warr Pavilion Visiting Teachers resource pack: Stour Valley Arts  
teachers exhibition notes, Quad digital resources, NGCA digital resources for delivery of 
CMD 
Dissemination Activity: Birmingham City University and New Art Gallery Walsall 
seminar on the Art and the new KS3 curriculum; Jan 09. 
WTS School Exhibitions: Watts Gallery, James Hockey Gallery, Bluecoat Centre, 
MIMA 
 
Watch this Space is part of an England-wide programme funded by DCMS and DCSF 
as part of the Strategic Commissioning Review and has been developed by engage 
with Arts Council England, Museums Libraries and Archives Council and others 
involved in Museum and Gallery Education.  It receives funding through the Learning 
Links strand of the commission to encourage teachers and schools to engage with 
contemporary art through contact with organisations that programme changing 
exhibitions or initiate and deliver art projects in the communities they work in. 
 

 


